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Abstract. In traditional cost-sensitive attribute reduction, the variation of decision cost is referred to as
a global difference of costs because the considered decision cost is the variation of sum of decision costs
over all objects. However, such reduction does not take the variation of decision costs of each object into
account. To solve this problem, a local view based cost-sensitive attribute reduction is introduced. Firstly,
through considering the variation of decision costs of single object if the used attributes change, a local
difference of costs is presented. Secondly, on the basis of the fuzzy decision-theoretic rough set model, a
new significance function is given to measure the importance of attribute. Finally, the experimental results
illustrate that by comparing the traditional reduction, the proposed local view can decreases both global
and local differences of costs effectively on several UCI data sets.

1. Introduction

Up to now, there has been increasing attention to the issue of cost sensitive learning in rough set theory
[2, 3, 6]. For example, Yao [7, 8] presented the concept of the Decision-Theoretic Rough Set (DTRS) by
considering the delayed-decision cost and misclassification cost. Unfortunately, the DTRS is not suitable
for processing numerical data. Therefore, the Fuzzy Decision-Theoretic Rough Set model (FDTRS) is
proposed by Song et al. [4] through the use of the Gaussian kernel based similarity. Similar to DTRS,
FDTRS provides the cost based semantic explanations for fuzzy positive, boundary and negative decisions,
from which we can see that decision cost is also an important issue in the research of FDTRS.

To minimize the decision cost by removing redundant attributes, the concept of attribute reduction can
be defined. However, such type of reduction does not take the variations of decision costs of each object
into consideration. The variations of decision costs of single object may be increasing or decreasing because
the monotonic property [5] does not hold in FDTRS. In order to display the variations of decision costs of
single object in detail, a local view is proposed to compute reduct. Our local view considers the changings
of decision costs of each object instead of the simple changings of whole decision cost. Therefore, a new
significance function is presented which reflects the variations of decision costs of each object if attributes
vary. Such significance function is introduced into the heuristic algorithm to derive reduct.
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2. Fuzzy Decision-Theoretic Rough Set

For FDTRS, the state set consists of two classes [1, 9] such that Ω = {C,∼ C}, it means that an object xi
is in class C or not in class C. The actions set is given byA = {τP, τB, τN}, in which τP, τB, τN express three
actions: τP indicates that xi is assigned to the positive region of C; τB indicates that xi is assigned to the
boundary region of C; τN indicates that xi is assigned to the negative region of C. Table 1 describes the
decision costs which three actions are divided into two classes respectively.

Table 1: Cost matrix
C ∼ C

τP λPP λPN
τB λBP λBN
τN λNP λNN

In Table 1, λPP, λBP and λNP are decision costs for taking actions τP, τB and τN, respectively, if the state
of object xi is in C; λPN, λBN and λNN are decision costs for taking actions τP, τB and τN, respectively, if the
state of object xi is not in C.

Without loss of generality, a decision system is described as DS = {U,AT ∪D} : U is called the universe
which contains all objects; AT refers to the set of the condition attributes; D = {d} is the set of decision
attributes, d(xi) shows the label or classified information of object xi. ∀A ⊆ AT, the lower and upper
approximations of C are

A(C) = {xi ∈ U : Pr(C|[xi]A) ≥ α}; (1)

A(C) = {xi ∈ U : Pr(C|[xi]A) > β}, (2)

where [xi]A is the fuzzy information granule derived by Gaussian kernel based similarity. The positive region
of C is POSA(C) = A(C), the boundary region of C is BNDA(C) = A(C) − A(C), and the negative region of C
is NEGA(C) = U −A(C). The parameters α and β can be systematically computed based on minimizing the
overall decision cost, i.e.,α = (λPN−λBN)/((λBP−λPP)+(λPN−λBN)), β = (λBN−λNN)/((λNP−λBP)+(λBN−λNN)).

It is known that FDTRS is closely related to costs, we then obtain the decision costs which object
xi is classified into positive region, boundary region and negative region, respectively. Decision cost of
positive region: pricePOS

A (xi) = Pr(C|[xi]A) · λPP + (1 − Pr(C|[xi]A) · λPN; Decision cost of boundary region:
priceBND

A (xi) = Pr(C|[xi]A) · λBP + (1 − Pr(C|[xi]A) · λBN; Decision cost of negative region: priceNEG
A (xi) =

Pr(C|[xi]A) ·λNP + (1−Pr(C|[xi]A) ·λNN. Immediately, the whole decision cost is denoted by COSTA as follows

COSTA =
∑

xi∈POSA(C)

pricePOS
A (xi) +

∑
xi∈BNDA(C)

priceBND
A (xi) +

∑
xi∈NEGA(C)

priceNEG
A (xi). (3)

Obviously, the whole cost consists of decision cost of positive region,boundary region and negative region.

3. Cost-Sensitive Attribute Reduction and Problem Description

3.1. Cost-Sensitive Attribute Reduction
Since the FDTRS is proposed based on the costs of classifications. It is reasonable for us to research

cost-sensitive based attribute reduction which aims to minimize the decision cost via deleting redundant
attributes. The following presents the definition of Cost-Sensitive Attribute Reduction (CSAR).

Definition 1. Given a decision system DS, A is regarded as a reduct if and only if
1. COSTA ≤ COSTAT;
2. ∀B ⊂ A, COSTB > COSTAT.

The definition of CSAR shown in Definition 1 is to generate the minimal subset of attributes which keeps
the decision cost unchanged or decreases the decision cost.
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3.2. Problem Description
Definition 1 actually reflects the variation of the sum of decision costs of whole objects with respect to

the decreasing of number of used attributes. It can be regarded as a global difference of costs. Nevertheless,
such global view does not take the detailed variations of decision costs of single object into consideration.
In other words, if the global view is employed, then the variations of decision costs may not be reflected
effectively. The following Example 1 shows us the limitation of global view.

Example 1. By Table 2, we can know that the decision cost of object xi increases while that of object x j decreases with
reduction. The global difference of costs is zero.

Nevertheless, it is observed that the variations of decision costs of single object do exist and then it follows that the
gloabl view of computing the difference of decision costs is not good enough. Furthermore, we can compute the sum
of the absolute variations of decision costs of each objects. It can be regarded as a local difference of costs. As a result,
the local difference of costs is four in Table 2.

Table 2: A toy example.

Objects Decision cost before reduction Decision cost after reduction Variation of costs ϑ(global) ϑ(local)
xi 6 4 -2 0 4x j 8 10 +2

In summary, there are two ways to describe the differences of decision costs with reduction by global
view and local view, respectively. Given a decision system DS, the global difference of costs is

ϑ(global) = |COSTAT − COSTA|, (4)

while the local difference of costs is

ϑ(local) =

m∑
i=1

|priceAT(xi) − priceA(xi)|, (5)

where m is the cardinality of U.

3.3. Algorithm to Compute Reduct
By using the global and local differences of costs, the significance functions are presented as follows.

Definition 2. Given a decision system DS, ∀a ∈ AT − B, the global significance of attribute a is

Sigglobal(a,B,D) = |COSTB ∪ {a} − COSTAT |. (6)

Definition 3. Given a decision system DS. ∀B ⊆ AT, ∀a ∈ AT − B, ∀xi ∈ U, the local significance of attribute a is

Siglocal(a,B,D) =

m∑
i = 1

|priceB ∪ {a}(xi) − priceAT(xi)|. (7)

The above two significance functions measure the variations of decision costs if a is introduced into B,
and then determine the significance of attribute a, respectively. The smaller the value of significance of one
attribute is, the more important such attribute will be. By using the above significance functions, a forward
heuristic attribute reduction algorithm can be designed as follows.

Algorithm 1: Cost-Sensitive Attribute Reduction (CSAR).
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Input: Decision system DS, Gaussian kernel parameter δ;
Output: One reduct A.
1. A← ∅, calculate COSTAT;
2. Do

1) ∀a ∈ AT − A, calculate Sig
4

(a,A,D);
2) Select a such that Sig

4
(a,A,D) = min{Sig

4
(a,A,D) : ∀a ∈ AT − A};

3) A = A ∪ {a}; // A is a temporary pool set
4) Calculate COSTA;

Until COSTA ≤ COSTAT

3. Return A.

• If 4 = global, then Algorithm 1 is realized by global significance which is shown in Eq. (6), and CSAR
is regarded as a Cost-Sensitive Attribute Reduction with Global Significance (CSARGS).

• If 4 = local, then Algorithm 1 is realized by local significance which is shown in Eq. (7), and CSAR is
regarded as a Cost-Sensitive Attribute Reduction with Local Significance (CSARLS).

In Algorithm 1, for each looping in Step 2, the aim is to find an attribute with the highest importance
and then add this attribute into reduct.

4. Experimental Analysis

Table 3 shows the UCI data sets which are normalized. Furthermore, 10 different cost matrices are
randomly generated which satisfy the conditions of loss function. The final decision costs shown in this
experiments are the average values of the experimental results over ten different cost matrices. In FDTRS,
Gaussian kernel function is used to extract the fuzzy information granule. The Gaussian kernel parameters
are set such that δ = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, respectively. Furthermore, heuristic search strategy is employed to sort
attributes, and measures these variations of the differences of costs if attributes are added into the pool set
one by one.

Table 3: Data sets description.

ID Data sets Objects Attributes Classes
1 Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) 500 31 2
2 Congressional Voting 435 17 2
3 Connectionist Bench (Vowel Recognition - Deterding Data) 990 14 11
4 Diabetic Retinopathy Debrecen 1151 20 2
5 Forest Type Mapping 523 28 4
6 German 1000 25 2

4.1. The Comparison Between the Global Differences of Costs

First of all, we will compare the global differences of costs between CSARGS and CSARLS.
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Figure 1: Comparisons between global differences of costs.

To observe Figure 1, we can draw the following conclusions.

1. If the attributes are added into the pool set one by one, then the differences of global costs derived by
CSARGS are lower than those derived by CSARGS significantly.

2. The differences of global costs gradually decreases with the increasing of the number of attributes.
Although the monotonic property of decision cost does not hold in FDTRS, as the number of attributes
increases, the decision costs still tend to have a downward trending.

4.2. The Comparison Between Local Differences of Costs

Similar to Section 3.1, we will further investigate the local differences of costs between CSARGS and
CSARLS.
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Figure 2: Comparisons between local differences of costs.

Following Figure 2, through comparing CSARLS with CSARGS, it is not difficult to observe that CSARLS
can obtain lower local differences of costs than CSARGS can do.

Moreover, it should be noticed that though both CSARLS and CSARGS aim at keeping the decision
cost unchanged or decreasing the decision cost, such two approaches employ different views to delete
redundant attributes. In CSARGS, to minimize the value of ϑ(global) is regarded as the optimized objective
while in CSARLS, to minimize the value of ϑ(local) is the optimized objective. Experiments demonstrate
that the CSARLS is superior to the CSARGS on decreasing the differences of costs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated two approaches to compute the differences of decision costs in rough
set based cost-sensitive attribute reduction, they are referred to as global view and local view, respectively.
Accordingly, two significance functions are employed with respect to global and local differences of costs.
The experimental results validated that by comparing global view, local view based cost-sensitive attribute
reduction can produce lower differences of costs.
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